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A team’s early interactions are influential: small behaviors cascade, driving the team either toward successful collaboration or toward fracture. Would a team be more viable if it could undo initial interactional missteps and try again? We introduce a technique that supports online and remote teams in creating multiple parallel worlds: the same team meets many times, led to believe that each convening is with a new team due to pseudonym masking while actual membership remains static. Afterward, the team moves forward with the parallel world with the highest viability by using the same pseudonyms and conversation history from that instance. In two experiments, we find that this technique improves team viability: teams that are reconvened from the highest-viability parallel world are significantly more viable than the same group meeting in a new parallel world. Our work suggests parallel worlds can help teams start off on the right foot — and stay there.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Early interactions between members of online and remote teams powerfully shape team norms and interpersonal dynamics [19, 33]. Because even teams composed of the same individuals can have unpredictable outcomes [63], teams may — by sheer bad luck — establish unproductive norms and structures, setting the team on a path to frustration and fracture. Unfortunately, once a team is on
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a downward path, it may never recover [17]. What if a fractured team could rewind time and start again on the right foot? Could a fresh start and the emergent team properties that come with it cause future collaboration to be more positive and viable? In this paper, we introduce a technique that enables computationally-mediated teams to temporarily reset their interpersonal dynamics, allowing more than one attempt to establish positive dynamics.

Our goal in this paper is to improve online and remote teams’ viability: the capacity of a team to sustain their collaboration [26]. Intuitively, team viability reflects members’ continued interest in working together. Team viability is a property of the emergent processes, inputs, and outcomes of team collaboration: it entails satisfaction, cohesion, adaptability, and a willingness to cooperate in the future [6, 11, 26]. Even highly performing teams can be non-viable due to toxic norms [18], bullying, or unequal contribution [15]. Non-viable teams will fracture [63], opting not to work together again. Online platforms increasingly convene teams for project-based work [27, 37, 41, 52, 58]. However, such teams are particularly under threat of low viability [8]: they suffer from high levels of conflict and misunderstanding leading to resentment, unwillingness to cooperate, and undermined team goals [9, 12, 30, 49, 56]. The forming and storming phases at the early part of a team’s collaboration are particularly impactful to its lasting behavioral success [57] so this context is our focus.

To help online teams achieve higher initial viability, we introduce a parallel worlds technique: repeatedly reconvening a single team while temporarily hiding their interaction history, allowing the team to restart their collaboration many times, and then keeping the most viable world as the starting point for future interactions. We develop an online chatroom messaging system that hosts teams for multiple rounds of collaboration while hiding teams’ interaction history by assigning new pseudonyms for each team member between each round. While prior studies of team reconvening brought together multiple teams per round, allowing participants to work with a previous team once, our system reconvenes the same team through all rounds [63]. While this system masks the original pseudonyms for all participants, the rewiring of pseudonyms causes each person to see that their own pseudonym remains static. The result of this one-way pseudonym masking is that team members are led to believe that they are working with new teams every round, while in reality team membership is unchanged — the original team has started their new collaboration from scratch. Consequently, the parallel worlds technique implemented in our online chatroom system allows for changes in participant identity through the assignment of different pseudonyms without a change in the actual team composition.

In effect, each reconvening of the team creates a parallel world in which the team collaborates on tasks with actual team composition remaining unchanged but perceived team composition being
changed through the rounds. After several rounds, the team returns to the parallel world with the highest self-reported team viability, re-establishing the team using that world’s pseudonyms and drawing upon its past conversation history. We imagine this technique being used with early team member interactions [41], as team members are trying out various membership configurations and determine the one most suited for success.

Prior work attempts to remediate low team viability by trying to repair the problem, for example by targeting personal behavior or repairing relationships [55]. Instead, we recognize that the initial missteps that resulted in low viability are not only challenging to repair completely [7, 17] but are also, in many cases, simply unlikely accidents that can be learned from or avoided if the team tried again without the influence of predisposed bias from team interaction history [63]. Thus, this paper proposes an alternative approach: resetting some of these early, impactful dynamics instead of repairing them at a later point in the timeline. We situate our work within the CSCW research drawing on crowd work platforms for team-based experiments [14, 27, 41, 42, 52, 53, 67]. This research argues for a growth of team-based crowdsourcing work, a model already deployed in industry (e.g, Gigster, B12.io, and Upwork). We focus especially on early phases in teamwork: forming and storming [57].

We perform two online field experiments using synchronous teams of 4–8 Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers to test the effects of the parallel worlds technique. We confirm through a manipulation check that participants cannot accurately re-identify their recurring teammates, indicating that our system succeeds at temporarily masking individuals’ identities and team history. In the first experiment (n = 143 in 24 teams), we initially construct three parallel worlds for each team, measuring each world’s team viability through a self-report survey. We then compare the viability of the team in a reconvening of their most viable parallel world to a fresh convening in a new parallel world (Fig. 1). We find that the reconvened high-viability world retains its high viability and is significantly more viable than the median of all experienced parallel worlds (Cohen’s d = 0.87). In the second experiment (n = 109 in 18 teams), we test the bounds of this effect by reconvening not just the most viable parallel world but also the least viable parallel world. The effect replicates — the reconvened high-viability world remains high viability and higher viability than the low-viability world. Additionally, we observe that the effect is asymmetric: while the high viability world retains high viability, the low-viability world instead regresses to an average level.

Our findings indicate that computationally-mediated processes can help teams start out on the right foot, and stay there. While these experiments focus on online teams in relatively brief interactions, like those found in the early stages of many remote team collaborations today, prior work suggests that such brief slices of early interactions are predictive of long-term team viability [33, 41]. This paper contributes a new class of interventions based on temporarily and selectively resetting a group’s interaction history rather than trying to fix a broken history, and a series of two experiments that demonstrate its effectiveness and robustness. Moreover, the nature of online work causes collaborators to be more likely to re-engage with the same individuals across different capacities such as popular crowdsourcing platforms like MTurk and Upwork, or even within the same organization [50, 58]. We next survey related work in team fracture and viability, then describe our two experiments and discuss how these findings can be used in practice.

2 TEAM VIABILITY AND ITS ANTECEDENTS

Team viability is defined as a team’s capacity for the sustainability and growth required for future performance [26]. Within organizational behavioral research, team viability is understood as an emergent construct that captures both the satisfaction of teammates with their membership and their behavioral intent to remain in their team [1]. In general, viability depends on team context, inputs, processes and outcomes that ensure that the team is composed of members who have the
knowledge and skills to meet future demands, the motivation to continue making an effort toward tasks, and strategies to adapt for effective future performance [6].

Because viable teams are more adaptable and motivated, such teams will require less intervention and experience less failure in both long term and short term performance episodes [6]. However, even highly performing teams may be non-viable [15, 18] — they may develop toxic norms, bullying, or unbalanced contribution. As a result, non-viable teams suffer from instability and eventually fail [63]. In particular, online, remote, and computer-mediated teams are noted to be rife with conflict and miscommunication [8, 10, 12, 30, 56]. While online teams are becoming increasingly prevalent, they are at great risk of low viability and fracture. In the long run, these teams likely require more intervention and support [11]. Ultimately, team viability serves as a cornerstone feature that informs the future success of repeated collaborations.

2.1 Shifts and Path Dependency in Team Viability

Shifts in viability may occur during performance episodes [5]. Performance episodes describe a distinguishable period of time over which work is evaluated, and most teams engage in multiple performance episodes over time [43]. As one performance episode ends, an understanding of whether or not a team has the capacity to sustain itself and grow emerges through the team’s processes, inputs, and outcomes. Thus, every time a team repeats collaborations, they have a chance at shifting their viability for better or worse [48].

Several antecedents are known to influence team viability. One prominent one is perceived performance [23]: in essence, can team members complete the task or perform to the bare minimum? Perceptions of team efficacy are shifted during spirals, which are consecutive increases (or decreases) in perceived potency and performance over task attempts [40]. Additionally, changes in task demands will also influence team viability. This may occur because viability is predicated on team adaptability — teams that can adapt when they encounter dynamic situations are more likely to perform better in the long run, increasing a team’s subsequent sustainability and satisfaction. However, team viability is distinct from team performance; even high performing teams may practice toxic norms [18], bullying, and suffer from unequal contributions [11, 15].

A second central antecedent is interpersonal friction [3, 13, 62]: interpersonal troubles undermine the viability, performance, and perceived efficacy of teams [40]. Ultimately, the affective reactions of team members moderate a strong relationship between interpersonal processes and team viability [59]. Although computer-mediated teams face the challenge of sparse social interactions devoid of in-person cues, they can achieve cohesion and viability through team members’ online interactions [4]. For instance, cohesive online teams may use similar language, bursty communication patterns, and emotive terms to convey complex emotional states [22, 51]: similar language use demonstrates a sense of solidarity and shared experience, while frequent bursts of messages indicate a willingness to participate in group tasks.

A team’s early interactions can set the tone for future collaboration [57]. Positive team history tends towards positive collaborations, while negative attributions and harmful interaction patterns can sow conflict. Yet prior studies also demonstrate that interaction quality and team viability is path-dependent — the same group of people can have both positive or negative interactions depending on their initial interactions [63]. This result is intriguing because it suggests that if the same team were given multiple chances to meet anew, their outcomes might vary each time. Though much research has established the historical basis of team viability and the potential antecedents for positive shifts in viability, we do not know whether multiple chances for variation in path dependency can help a team achieve high viability. Therefore, this study is guided by the following research question:
**Research Question.** Will teams achieve higher viability if they have multiple chances to initiate positive dynamics?

### 2.2 Interventions

Interventions are designed behavior protocols that aim to relieve interpersonal friction or improve task-based problem solving processes. Most interventions in the organizational behavior literature are offline. These interventions might, for example, improve members’ skills or task knowledge via feedback [7, 36, 65]. In this sense, task-based interventions have an effect of improving viability by improving performance. On the other hand, interpersonal interventions emphasize soft skills [21], clarify roles within the team [47] and improve social processes [54]. In particular, these interventions aim to diffuse built-up negative emotional tension and alleviate negative feelings between teammates [7, 36, 60, 65]. Most of these interventions repair some form of established behaviors that have developed as a result of team history.

As computer-mediated collaborations have become more prevalent in literature and in practice, human-computer interaction researchers have built a long line of system interventions aimed at improving online collaborations. These interventions span a wide scope including interpersonal feedback [20], recoloring perception of team efficacy [24], assigning leadership [29], real-time feedback [39], and membership algorithms [53, 55]. For instance, visualizations of teammates’ rankings in leadership, efficacy, and participation volume effect how teammates behave during collaboration — encouraging some to speak up or let others voice their ideas [39]. In addition, researchers have used spoken repair by robots to de-escalate personal attacks and negative emotions [34].

Ultimately, it is important to recognize that the core of traditional and computer-mediated team interventions are of the same fundamental quality — they serve to correct and transform negative behaviors that have been established in the past. However, for past teams with high viability, researchers have found that teams composed of members that were familiar with one another worked faster and created a higher quality product than ad hoc teams without familiarity [28]. Rather than shifting established team processes and negative historical attributions, we build off this prior work by instrumenting team history and path dependence as a means for intervention. Our intervention allows us to introduce parallel worlds — situations in which the same team members collaborate repeatedly, while being led to believe they are working with new groups each time. With this mechanism we hypothesize:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** Reconvening the best parallel world will result in higher team viability than the median of experienced parallel worlds.

While familiar teams carry a compositional and interpersonal history, they also accumulate collective knowledge over repeated collaborations. As a result of repeated collaboration, this team learning [35] enables the group to develop more effective collaboration strategies over time. Team learning is in part due to a transactive memory of past interactions shared among team members [61], which involves the operation of memory systems of the individuals and the processes of communication that occur within a group. Therefore, familiar teams with prior high viability are likely to improve over repeated collaboration [53]. However, accumulation of task knowledge [16] and team learning can happen even across teams [44], making members better collaborators even without a shared transactive memory or familiarity. Team learning theories would suggest that viability will improve over time, even if the team is not aware that they are working together again. Thus, we hypothesize:

**Hypothesis 2 (H2).** Reconvening the best parallel world will result in higher team viability than the original meeting in that best parallel world.
The rest of this paper tests these two hypotheses. In our first study, we create a series of team reconvenings to answer: could a team achieve high viability if they had multiple chances to reset their dynamics? As a result, we aim to use team history as an instrument for a new type of intervention. Instead of fixing a broken history, we intend to leverage variations of teams’ first interactions to set effective dynamics. In our second study, we aim to understand if team learning occurs when high-viability and low-viability parallel worlds reconvene. Specifically, would teams with high team viability improve their initial viability further? Would low-viability teams inherit their negative interaction patterns or improve over time?

3 STUDY 1: RECONVENING HIGH-VIABILITY WORLDS

In this study, we ask: if we allow a team multiple first convenings under different pseudonyms, temporarily hiding the collaboration’s history between these convenings and then persisting the memory of only the best convening, would the resulting team be more viable? To answer this question, we implement an intervention in which an online team works together three times in succession, each time believing they are a newly convened team, giving the team three chances at an initial interaction. We refer to each of these meetings as a parallel world: the team has not forgotten their prior interaction, but because they believe each world to be a new set of people, they do not carry over their transactive memory and history to this new meeting. From these three parallel worlds, we carry on the memory of only the most viable meeting by calling upon a specific team memory.

3.1 Method

It is, of course, impossible — or at least impractical without Infinity Stones — to create a multiverse of parallel worlds or to erase a team’s transactive memory. Consequently, we seek an intervention that models a similar effect. We cannot remove task learning over time, nor team learning that would occur as people develop better strategies for collaboration when a given situation arises. Nevertheless, we believe that it is possible to temporarily mask the transactive memory surrounding participants’ past conceptions of the team overall and of fellow team members, enabling a team to meet again under the assumption that they are working with a new team. To achieve this effect, we develop a pseudonym masking system to rewire actual identities with reassigned identities.

3.1.1 Pseudonym masking. We draw on a method developed to study team fracture [63], which performs a one-way masking of pseudonyms and rotates pseudonyms between each team meeting. In this method, participants arrive to an online, synchronous discussion platform (Fig. 2) and participate in a series of rounds of a short task. Participants operate under system-assigned pseudonyms of a concatenated random sample of an adjective and animal (e.g., conventionalPanda, littleHorse, culturedBear). New pseudonyms may be assigned in a round, such that even if the same partners reconvened from a previous round, they would appear as new collaborators to each other. However, for any given participant, the system makes their view such that their own personal pseudonym appears consistent from round to round regardless of whether it has changed in others’ views. The system automatically replaces pseudonyms and near-misspellings of pseudonyms in each participant’s view to ensure that participants have a consistent view: that one participant always sees themselves as conventionalPanda, for instance, and sees others referring to them as conventionalPanda, even if others saw them as engagedLemur in the last round and see them as niceDonkey and refer to them as niceDonkey in the current round. We call this one-way pseudonym masking. This experimental scaffold allows researchers to temporarily erase collaboration history by changing participants’ perceived identities.
Prior work [63] demonstrated several results about pseudonym based methods for repeated team interaction that are useful to us in our design. First, a manipulation check found that, across many different task types, masking ensures that participants are unaware of which teams are reconvened and which teams are entirely new. In particular, participants asked to re-identify which pair of their teams were the same team reconvened were only able to re-identify correctly at a random chance rate. Second, the prior study demonstrated that creative tasks such as ad writing result in high variance in viability across reconvened teams. Third, the prior study confirmed that neither task learning nor team learning had an effect across rounds of the experiment. Finally, the prior study analyzed discourse patterns such as sentiment, Gini coefficient, and turn taking in teams’ chatlogs and found no significant differences across time in the experiment, between conditions, or between high and low viability teams. We leverage these results in our design, enabling us to be confident in the tasks, experimental manipulation, and other learning measures in our experiments. We also reproduce many of these measures to check if our results reinforce the previous findings.

In this paper, we build upon the prior method so that we can re-establish a transactive memory by restoring particular identities. However, instead of always assigning new pseudonyms, we change the experimental design so that the system can reuse old sets of pseudonyms from another round and display the previous conversation history from that set of pseudonyms. Consequently, participants possess and are aware of the same identities drawn from a previous teamwork interaction.

In addition, we modify the prior method to operate with a single team rather than many parallel teams, enabling experiments with larger team sizes than had previously been used. The previous method required recruiting many simultaneous participants and swapping participants into different teams per round. This complex assignment guaranteed participants meeting a new set of people whenever it was not a reconvening round. Now, the new and simpler single-team experimental design allows for the analysis of larger teams. To guarantee that each person could work with an entirely new team each time, the previous method required \( N^2 \) simultaneous participants for teams of size \( N \), which placed practical constraints on team size. Instead, we adjust the approach to recruit one team and repeatedly reconvene just that team. This streamlined design enables recruitment of larger teams of 6–8 participants (which would have required 36–64 simultaneous people in the previous approach), reconvening them every round. Additionally, it affords flexibility in choosing multiple reconvening rounds and isolates team history as the main target studied.

In the experiment’s first three rounds, we create three successive parallel worlds for the team. Each round, the team is re-masked such that they see new pseudonyms that suggest a first interaction.
with a new team. Between rounds, participants score their most recent team by completing a Likert 14-question viability survey about that team (e.g., “Most of the members of this team would welcome the opportunity to work as a group again in the future”) [11]. Question scores were summed to comprise an individual team viability scale with a minimum of 14 points and a maximum of 70 points, with more points indicating higher individual team viability. We averaged all team members’ viability scores to calculate our main dependent variable, the team viability score. Team viability thus reflected how positively participants remembered each interaction.

In our new design, two final rounds followed the three initial ones (Fig. 1): one standard and one experimental round. The order of the standard and experimental rounds was randomized. In the standard round, the team is again masked, and members experience a supposedly-new team just as in the initial three rounds. In the reconvened condition round, however, the team is reconvened and unmasked. Immediately prior to starting this round, the platform notifies members that they are being reconvened with a previous team. The platform then compares the team viability scores of the first three rounds and selects the highest-scoring round. When participants begin this unmasked task, they see the same pseudonyms as in the highest-scoring round, and the team’s previous chat log is displayed at the top of the screen. The best of the three parallel universes is thus selected to persist into a second interaction. We measure the viability of these final two rounds using the same method as the initial three.

3.1.2 Participants. Following precedent in team-based research within CSCW, we recruited participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk [27]. We filtered workers to those who were located in the United States (to fulfill the language requirement) and had completed at least 100 tasks. Each round, teams worked on an ad-writing task drawn from prior work [14, 53, 63]. We incentivized team performance by telling teams that we would run the ads and provide bonus payments to the teams with the highest performing advertisements. In this task, teams communicate via the platform’s chatroom to generate and submit one 30-character slogan for a Kickstarter campaign. This task is a creative generative task as specified by McGrath’s circumplex [45], chosen to be in line with the goals of evaluating this system for forming and storming phases of team collaboration [57]. Teams had 10 minutes to complete the task and 5 minutes to individually answer the viability survey. The total study lasted 75 minutes. Workers were bonused to a payment rate of $15/hour for full participation through the end of the experiment, matching fair work standards [64].

To account for participants leaving the system during the study, our system removes participants who have not typed any message during a round. We warned participants of this need for participation at the start of every round. We discarded data where a team had fewer than four active participants at any point. This ensured that teams had robust team histories to reference. In addition, we only analyzed data where team membership had been static across the final standard round, reconvened round, and the initial highest-viability round. This check protects against teams rating viability of different membership compositions.

3.1.3 Manipulation Check. It is a key assumption of this design that most participants not recognize that they are working with the same team across all rounds, and thus do not associate previous team histories with their present round, unless the system explicitly reveals this information. Prior work demonstrated that this masking-based experimental design successfully prevents participants from recognizing this [63]; however, to test this in our context, we also perform a manipulation check at the end of the experiment. Intuitively, if information is bleeding across rounds, participants should be able to match pseudonyms between a pair of rounds — to identify that two pseudonyms represent the same person. So, when debriefing the study and sharing that the rounds were in fact the same people, we select a random two of the initial three rounds, present the pseudonym of a teammate from one of the rounds, and ask the participant to match the corresponding pseudonym in the other
Fig. 3. In study 1, participants responded to the manipulation check question with chance accuracy, indicating that they were unable to identify repeated collaborators, and that the manipulation was successful.

round. Participants selected the corresponding name from a dropdown that auto-populated with the teammate pseudonyms of that round. Chat transcripts of the two rounds were not displayed. A roster listed each team and its members’ pseudonyms. The surveys were randomized such that different participants were asked about different teammates in different rounds. If a participant worked in a team of $N$ members, they had a $\frac{1}{N-1}$ chance of guessing the correct pseudonym randomly. A team’s chance level is the average of each member’s random chance rate, since members may have been shown a different pairing. A team’s manipulation check accuracy is the percentage of team members who answered correctly. We compare these two values in our manipulation check, considering the manipulation to have failed if participants guess correctly at a rate substantially above random chance. Additionally, chat logs were also manually reviewed. In 3 situations, teams that explicitly recognized each other across rounds were excluded from analysis.

3.2 Results

$N = 143$ participants completed all five rounds of the experiment, across 24 teams. Teams had 4–8 members. The interquartile range of team viability was 11.37 points (37.73–49.10) and the average difference between highest and lowest viability rounds was 10.1.

Participants’ accuracy in identifying prior collaborators and correctly answering the manipulation check question ($\mu = 0.22, \sigma = 0.20$) was not significantly different from chance accuracy ($\mu = 0.21, \sigma = 0.07$): $t(23) = 0.49, p = 0.63$ (Fig. 3). As a consequence, we consider the experiment to have successfully temporarily hidden teams’ interaction history, at least at a level that they could not reconstruct who is who.

3.2.1 Reconvening a high-viability world results in high-viability collaborations. Reconvened rounds ($\mu = 47, \sigma = 4.4$) exhibited significantly higher viability than median rounds ($\mu = 43, \sigma = 4.0$) via a paired t-test: $t(23) = 4.25, p = 0.0003$ (Fig. 4). On average, the reconvened round’s viability score was 3.6 ($\sigma = 4.1$) points higher than the median round’s score. Cohen’s $d = 0.87$, indicating an effect size of over three quarters a standard deviation improvement in team viability. This result indicates that reconvening a high-viability parallel world leads to higher viability than other parallel worlds of the same people, supporting H1.

The data thus far suggest that the reconvened round significantly outperforms the median of other experienced rounds, supporting H1. We now consider how the reconvened round — the second convening of the best parallel world — compares to the initial convening of that world ($\mu = 46, \sigma = 4.4$) (Fig. 4). These two instances exhibit highly similar viabilities: the mean difference is 0.23 points, not significant: $t(23) = 0.23, p = 0.82, d = 0.05$. These results do not support H2, instead suggesting that the best parallel world maintains the same high viability score as in the first interaction.

3.2.2 Qualitative analysis: reconvened teams recognize and build on positive attributions. We performed an inductive analysis of the team chat logs, looking for themes that arose in how teams
Fig. 4. Reconvened rounds exhibited significantly higher viability than median rounds, and equally high viability as the initial round it reconvened.

interacted with each other. Teams recognized and expressed positive reactions when they reconvened with high-viability worlds, as compared to what they believed to be a new team.

A substantial minority (about 20%) of all reconvened teams explicitly mentioned to each other that they were meeting again. For example:

conventionalOrangutan: Hello!
culturedPanda: Hi again
spryGoat: Hey I missed you guys
conventionalOrangutan: very sweet
spryGoat: Best Group Hands Down

At the beginning of their reconvening, this team greeted each other with high spirits and an inside joke, referencing their previous task:

conventionalCow: hello
newHippo: hello again
nicePanda: hello everyone
likelyRabbit: funny seeing you all here
conventionalCow: Hello cool stoolers
newHippo: lol
nicePanda: lol

Reinforcing the finding that reconvened high-viability worlds produced high-viability collaborations, many reconvened teams ended their second interaction on a positive note:

conventionalRhino: bye
likelyHorse: bye bye for now
likelyHorse: :-D
conventionalRabbit: Bye guys thank you!
spryGiraffe: good working with everybody again
likelyHorse: same here spryGiraffe
In summary, Study 1 suggests that a parallel worlds technique can successfully increase team viability for online and remote teams (H1 supported). While the teams do not further improve in viability when they reconvene (H2 not supported), they maintain their prior levels of viability.

### 3.3 Testing alternative explanations

We investigated four discourse patterns based on prior work [63] to test alternative explanations for the changes in viability. We computed Gini coefficients of the number of messages per chat member and the average length of messages per chat member, as well as the average sentiment, and turn-taking patterns across three conditions — the first three rounds, the median round and the reconvened round.

We calculated 2 different Gini coefficients to represent the internal consistency of the chat members’ participation. The first Gini coefficient evaluates such consistency in terms of the number of messages from each participant and the second Gini coefficient evaluates it in terms of the average length of each member messages. A Gini coefficient of 1 indicates perfect inequality, which could be interpreted as a chat being dominated by only one member (either in terms of number of messages or of message length), whereas a Gini coefficient of 0 indicates a perfect distribution of member participation.

We measured the average sentiment in the chats using the Python *nltk* package’s VADER lexicon-based sentiment analysis tool [32]. Finally, we measured turn-taking in a given chat by first counting the number of times a message had a different author than the previous message, and then divided the count by the number of messages in a chat, thereby giving a percentage. Fig. 5 shows scatter plots of viability against the different discourse patterns.

We then performed a linear regression on viability using the different discourse patterns’ measures and the condition (First three rounds vs median vs reconvened), reported in Table 1. The results show that none of the discourse patterns are significantly associated with viability, which agrees with prior work. The results also confirm H1 as they show that the relationship between the condition (first three rounds vs median vs reconvened) and the viability is statistically significant.

### 4 STUDY 2: WHICH WORLD DO WE RECONVENE?

Our results from Study 1 indicate that reconvening a team from the best parallel world results in a more viable collaboration than the same group meeting in a new parallel world. An open question
Table 1. Result of linear regression on viability showing lack of relationship between discourse patterns and viability across conditions (First three initial rounds, Median round and the Reconvened round)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable:</th>
<th>Viability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gini Coefficient (Messages)</td>
<td>12.143 (7.777)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini Coefficient (Characters)</td>
<td>−7.398 (8.433)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns</td>
<td>16.806* (7.785)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment</td>
<td>6.879 (9.241)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Round</td>
<td>−0.040 (1.157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconvened Round</td>
<td>4.010** (1.200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>25.362** (7.827)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 81
R² 0.218
Adjusted R² 0.154
Residual Std. Error 4.242 (df = 74)
F Statistic 3.431** (df = 6; 74)

Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

remains: what caused that improvement? According to transactive memory theory, positive team history predicts positive future interactions [28, 61] — thus, the higher viability of our reconvened round is because it inherits the transactive memory of positive experiences, and reciprocally, that reconvening a lower-viability world would reproduce that lower viability. However, the reconvened round was also the only round that was reconvened in Study 1. While all other sets of pseudonyms interacted only once, the experimental set interacted twice. The literature on team familiarity would suggest that higher viability might be due simply to the team getting to know each other better through repeated interaction [28], and not because the history was positive. This theory would suggest that all parallel worlds would experience high viability when they reconvene.

With Study 2, we seek to disambiguate between these two mechanisms, and to replicate our original result to test its robustness. In this study, in addition to reconvening the best parallel world, we also reconvene each team’s worst parallel world. Thus, two different parallel worlds
are repeated: one the world rated most viable, and one the world rated least viable. If transactive memory is paramount, then the most viable parallel world should remain the most viable team on the second interaction and the least viable parallel world would remain the least viable when reconvened:

**Hypothesis 3 (H3).** Reconvening the most viable parallel world will result higher team viability than reconvening the least viable world.

On the other hand, if team familiarity is responsible for the increase in viability, then both the best and worst configurations should improve on their second interaction:

**Hypothesis 4 (H4).** Reconvening the most viable parallel world will result in no difference compared to reconvening the least viable parallel world.

### 4.1 Method

Our experimental design in Study 2 is similar to Study 1. Again the study consisted of two parts. First, a team of eight members underwent four initial parallel worlds across four rounds, each round followed by a team viability survey. The number of initial rounds increased by one from the first study, because the manipulation check requires asking about two initial rounds that were not later reconvened, and this study is now reconvening two of the initial rounds, requiring that we add one more round so that there are two non-reconvened rounds.

The four initial rounds are followed by two reconvened rounds, each representing a treatment conditions (Fig. 6). The first condition is the highest-viability parallel world, matching Study 1: the parallel world with the highest team viability. The system prompts participants that they are working with a previous team as before, reinstates the old pseudonyms, and the historical chat is displayed at top. The second condition is the lowest-viability world, this time reconvening the pseudonyms and chat history of the round with the lowest team viability score. Participants were not cued towards a reason for a particular reconvening; no team was labeled best or worst. The order of these two reconvened rounds was randomized. There was no additional round (masked, new parallel world) in this study.

Participants were again drawn from Amazon Mechanical Turk to complete the same ad-writing task with the same time constraints. The total study lasted 90 minutes, and workers were paid at a rate of $15/hour for full participation through the end of the experiment [64]. The same requirements for inclusion and analysis applied as in Study 1, with the addition that team membership now needed to be static, with no dropouts, across four worlds: the initial highest-viability world, the
Fig. 7. In study 2, participants again responded to the manipulation check question with chance accuracy, indicating that they were unable to identify repeated collaborators, and that the manipulation was successful at masking prior history.

Fig. 8. In study 2, when reconvening the team from the initial rounds with highest mean viability, their viability was maintained and saw a slight increase. Comparing the team with the lowest mean viability with its respective reconvened round, a substantial increase in mean viability is apparent. However, the reconvened low mean viability parallel worlds do not outperform either the initial or reconvened high viability ones.

reconvened highest-viability world, the initial lowest-viability world, and the reconvened lowest-viability world. The minimum number of members allowed was four, so teams ranged from 4–8 members.

4.2 Results
In Study 2, N = 109 participants participated in all six rounds of the experiment across 18 teams. Teams had between 4–8 members. The interquartile range of team viability scores was 12.62 points (39.06–51.68).

The manipulation check again suggested that the manipulation worked. Answer accuracy ($\mu = 0.19, \sigma = 0.19$) was not significantly different from chance accuracy ($\mu = 0.18, \sigma = 0.05$); $t(17) = 0.09, p = 0.93, d = 0.02$ (Fig. 7). As in Study 1, participants were not able to match prior teammates at a rate higher than chance, indicating that identity signals are not accidentally communicated between parallel worlds.

4.2.1 Reconvened high-viability worlds outperform reconvened low-viability worlds. We first replicate our test of H2. In Study 1, we saw that the first and second instances of the best parallel world showed no significant difference in viability. Our data for Study 2 replicates this result. The mean viability of the initial interaction of the best parallel world ($\mu = 48, \sigma = 2.5$) and the mean viability of that world reconvened ($\mu = 49, \sigma = 5.4$) saw an increase of only 0.37 viability points, which is not significantly significant ($t(17) = 0.37, p = 0.72, d = 0.09$, Fig. 8).
With respect to the lowest-viability worlds: the viability of the worst parallel world ($\mu = 41, \sigma = 4.0$) saw an increase of 5.7 points when it was reconvened ($\mu = 47, \sigma = 5.7$) — a significant difference with a paired t-test ($t(17) = 4.90, p = 0.0001, d = 1.16$, Fig. 8). So, low-viability worlds recovered viability when they were reconvened, a trend not seen when comparing reconvened worlds of high viability.

Comparing the mean viability of the reconvening of the highest-viability parallel world and mean viability of the reconvening of the lowest-viability parallel world, the reconvening of the lowest-viability world stays lower by 2.2 points (Fig. 8). A paired t-test of these two conditions confirms a significant difference ($t(17) = 2.2, p = 0.05, d = 0.48$), and a moderate effect size. This result suggests that even when reconvened, the worst world is still significantly less viable than the best one, confirming H3 and not supporting H4. Though the lowest-viability world improves on its second attempt, it does not reach the same level as the reconvened highest-viability world.

Reconvened low-viability worlds improve over time, but they still under perform compared to reconvened high-viability worlds. Improvements in low-viability worlds can be attributed to team learning and accumulated task knowledge. For instance, team members began re-sending links in the chat:

likelyCow: here’s the link, in case it gets buried https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/letbco/letb-color-take-a-look-at-time-in-different-ways

However, although team members learned how to perform the task more efficiently, many members remain unsatisfied with their collaboration. After completing a reconvening, one team member expressed their dissatisfaction:

newDonkey: I feel like my slogan was better that what was agreed on, but that I let the others have the one they wanted. I don’t feel like I voiced my opinions loudly enough. When you’re part of a team, when do you let it go for the good of the team? That’s my struggle. I think I could have come up with something better on my own, but for the sake of the team, I backed down

Despite working with the same team across all parallel worlds, first impressions from the initial low-viability world lasted:

newCow: Great group effort. Different vibe from this group, but overall it was a pleasant group.
culturedGoat: This team was a little different. I still think that the capacity for success in working together is there but there was one person on the team that basically seemed to want to get the task done as quickly as possible regardless of the quality of the idea. Don’t get me wrong, the idea was fine but I think with a little more thought put into it, it could have been better.

Similar to reconvening of the highest-viability world seen in Study 1, a qualitative analysis of the reconvened interactions of the lowest-viability world showed an overall positive effect.

newDonkey: Hello
culturedOrangutan: hello again
snappyRhino: Hello again old team hehe
youngGoat: hello again comrades
5 DISCUSSION

This paper introduces a method enabling online and remote teams multiple chances to start off on the right foot. The method convenes the same team for a short creative task multiple times under the illusion of a new convening each time, thus creating a “parallel world”, and selects the highest-viability world. Our results suggest that this parallel worlds method can be an effective technique for building viable teams online — it assumes that early interactions are both consequential and somewhat random [63], so multiple attempts can help. Moreover, we suggest that this technique is most effective for scenarios when a team is being convened for the first time: many organizations regularly convene project-based work — software consultancy, film crews, incident response teams, management consulting, or health care. Reconvening high-viability parallel worlds maintains team viability across interactions. Meanwhile, low-viability parallel worlds improve when reconvened, but not immediately to a viability level above that of a random restart. In this section, we reflect on the broader design space of our approach, its implications, and the limitations of our study.

5.1 Implications

In Study 2, we explored the theory behind the high viability observed in Study 1. We considered several possible phenomena at play: transactive memory recreating old norms and structures (H3), or team familiarity leading to improved viability.

Our results lead us to support H3 and discount H4. We did find that the highest-viability parallel world significantly outperformed the lowest-viability parallel world. However, the effect appears to be asymmetric, lending some partial credence to H4: the low-viability world did improve in its second iteration, but the high-viability world did not. Either there is a ceiling effect that prevents the high-viability worlds from doing better than already achieved, or there is a right-censored regression to the mean, where the low-viability parallel worlds benefit from trying again and the high-viability parallel worlds manage to avoid regressing to an average viability score.

We observed that persisting viable histories can have drastic behavioral effects in some cases. In a Study 1 pilot, we observed one bad actor who, though serious in the first round, consistently trolled their “new” masked teammates in rounds 2 and 3. After the second parallel world, one teammate mentioned in a post-study survey,

newDonkey: the other members were helpful, but one member kind of dragged down the teams morale.

After the third parallel world, two other teammates reported,

spryFox: One of the team members was fooling around and giving stupid answers.

snappyHorse: I would work with 2 of them again and not mind, but there is one person in there that keeps making nasty comments

However, when the first parallel world reconvened, the bad actor who trolled for two subsequent parallel worlds changed behavior to match the positive initial round. In posthoc surveys, all reviews were positive. After reconvening, this team’s viability skyrocketed by 11% from its initial interaction.

newDonkey: Everyone came up with great ideas in this round with no issues.
culturedGorilla: Awesome team!
spryFox: This team works well together. The ideas flow properly. There is little to no resistance from team members.
snappyHorse: everyone was so nice and well spoken!
5.1.1 Performance and viability. To examine the relationship between viability and performance in our dataset, we ran the advertisements our participants created on Google Ads in a six day campaign. We smoothed the raw click-through rate (CTR) data with Laplace’s Rule of Succession [38, 66], because some ads received no clicks, and normalized within each kickstarter product, because some products were much more successful than others. Our results suggest that viability is not a significant predictor of performance ($R^2 = 0.005$) in our dataset (Figure 9). The slight positive slope agrees with prior evaluation of the relationship between team viability and performance [2], however, the generally noisy nature of the ads’ performance mirrors our prior findings [63]. Further, the underlying relationship was not significantly different due to teams’ history.

5.2 Design Implications

As the Internet presents potential for more collaborative work [50], we anticipate that this intervention could be used to allow online teams to quickly find and set the best starting team dynamics. Like team dating [41], this intervention uses short creative tasks and a few initial rounds to output a high-viability configuration, but when accumulating many teams’ worth of participants is cost-prohibitive, this intervention can be used to improve viability for one fixed group of people. Implementation of parallel worlds requires the addition of a masking mechanism and the design of the initial tasks.

Although the parallel worlds technique is generally effective for maximizing a team’s potential viability, the technique should be used with care. Parallel worlds is intended to serve as a means for well-intentioned teammates to establish the emotional states and interaction patterns that are preferable for their team’s success. At the level of the organization, there is the risk that the intervention is used unfairly against some of the teammates due to their behavior in one of the worlds. On the individual level, if bad actors are present, the intervention runs the risk of erasing memories of harassment, which are common to everyday, online trolls [10]. In this case, manipulated team memory may delay a team’s recognition of a repeat harasser. For deployments and future work, we suggest that researchers build safety mechanisms into parallel worlds that protect parallel worlds’ participants from blindly participating in unsafe online environments. One way this can be achieved is by allowing participants to report the pseudonyms of problematic individuals. Harassers could be removed from the team in future rounds. Or, if they must be retained, the system could...
warn the reporting individual. This flagging step would serve to prevent participants from blindly entering unsafe online environments.

In addition, outside of experimental contexts with mandatory debriefs, it is important to consider the nature of informed consent in this environment. If team members are never told of the multiple iterations, this removes autonomy from them. One approach would be to debrief after the parallel worlds exercise, allowing the team to discuss their learning’s — ideally to develop norms that sustain the good interactions and avoid the bad ones. A second approach would be to draw on prior work [63] to include both repeat teams and new teams in the rounds. In this case, it would be possible to fully inform everyone of the manipulation and gather agreement that they not subvert the masking, resulting in team members willingly not knowing whether two teams were actually the same people. Nevertheless, the broader findings about team behavior may be useful in practice when companies are considering their team building and initial team forming policies.

5.3 Limitations

Our context limits our generalizability in organizational collaborations, where participants may have prior relationships and side channels may be utilized. Consequently, we suggest that this technique be is best for scenarios when a team is being convened for the first time — known as the forming and storming stages of a team’s life cycle [57]. In short, this technique would best serve as a early stage norm and team forming activity to engage in membership try-outs and ensure positive viability.

Our study was performed in a short term, online, experimental context. This context limits our generalizability. Moreover, we cannot guarantee that these viability trends persist over a long period. A longer-term study would enable us to test whether these viability trends extend over longer periods of time.

Additionally, our study participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk to form ad hoc teams in a controlled setting. Although some online teams now work in an ad hoc fashion, the study does not necessarily generalize to team members who have more of a well-established history. Our controlled setting allowed us to have a particular manipulation check to ensure that the team members were not aware that they were working together in successive interactions. For teams with a well-established history, the team history may be so strong that a different parallel world implementation (and manipulation check thereof) might be required.

Finally, we experimented on one specific type of task: a creative, generative task [14, 53]. Many real-world teams work on creative tasks, and prior work has found that teams working on creative tasks are more path dependent than other tasks. Specifically, creative tasks result in inconsistent team outcomes with the same team composition [63]. However, other tasks that have a more consistent outcome may yield different results across parallel worlds. Future work should investigate the impact of the parallel worlds technique given other task types from the McGrath task circumplex [45]. Such work can provide more insight into variations between the interaction processes [46] and emergent properties that arise from different task types.

In this study, we presented reconvened teams neutrally, without hinting as to whether the team was reconvened for being a best or worst parallel world. In earlier pilots, we conducted a version of Study 1, where reconvened teams from the best parallel world were told that the configuration was previously most viable of the initial rounds. Although preliminary, the results suggested that teams signalled with this message more strictly maintained viability levels from their initial interaction, while teams without this signaling more freely improved their viability. These results agree with previous work on a team’s sense of potency in agreement with previous studies that ascribed the group’s actual performance (measured here by viability) to the group’s sense of potency [25], where potency is the collective belief of the group in its effectiveness. Teams that were signalled may
have experienced stronger belief in potency and thus did not change behavior. Further work can confirm these preliminary results and study potency’s effect on reconvened worst parallel worlds.

6 CONCLUSION
In this article, we introduce a parallel world intervention to support high viability collaborations for online and remote teams. We examined how and to what extent the manipulation of transactive memory through selective reestablishment of specific team interactions impacts a team’s present viability during a team-based creative task. We find that upon reconvening the highest-viability parallel world, the second interaction achieves a viability consistent with its first interaction and higher than that of a fresh start. Furthermore, when the lowest-viability parallel world is reconvened, team viability is remediated but does not improve past the level of a fresh start. Thus, by leveraging the large variation in dynamics for a single team and masking to erase unfavorable past interactions, we help teams find their best configuration and stay there even if the team had originally started off on the wrong foot.

This research offers opportunities for online teams to go beyond being there [31] — to gain opportunities that traditional, in-person teams lack. By helping teams sidestep accidental false starts early rather than pursuing a sometimes quixotic quest to undo them, we hope that this approach can help promote more pro-social teamwork and enjoyable collaborations.
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